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Dear Students and Parents,
This handbook was developed (and continues to develop!) as a guide and a resource for helping
us provide a just, compassionate, and caring environment in which to educate young people. By
becoming familiar with our policies and procedures, you contribute towards realizing the vision
of Juan Diego Academy as a Christ-centered, Catholic learning community committed to
respecting one another as persons created in the image and likeness of God. The Administrative
Team and staff are honored by your willingness to partner with us as we strive to achieve this
end.
By registration and enrollment at Juan Diego Academy, each student/parent/guardian agrees to
accept, observe, and abide by the provisions of this handbook and the policies and procedures of
Juan Diego Academy. Please review this information with your son/daughter and then sign and
return the Student/Parent/Guardian Acknowledgment Form located in the back of the Handbook.
Your signature on this acknowledgement form demonstrates your consent to this agreement.
No set of policies and procedures can cover every circumstance that may arise in a school. As
Principal of Juan Diego Academy it is my responsibility to act in a manner consistent with our
vision and mission, and the tenets of our Catholic faith in dealing with any and all other matters
pertaining to the safe and effective operation of this school. Thank you in advance for your
understanding in this regard.
May God continue to bless and guide our school community through the intercession of the
humble servant and noble St. Juan Diego!
Yours in Christ,

Kathleen Neal Carroll, Ed.D.
Principal
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History of Juan Diego Academy
The families of the upper Rio Grande Valley have long dreamed of being able to send their
children to a Catholic high school. In 2003-2004, a market feasibility study was conducted by the
Office of Center Operations and Community (CoSERVE) of the University of Texas-Pan
American. The report concluded that the community wanted a Catholic high school and that the
school would be viable. A Steering Committee comprised of community and church leaders was
established to prepare the groundwork, establish the expenses and projected costs to construct the
school and to come up with a plan to fund the project. The Committee also commissioned a
financial feasibility study. That report supported the market feasibility findings and the
Committee began planning for a Capital Campaign.
A milestone was reached in 2006, when 40 acres of land in Edinburg was donated to the project
for the construction of a Catholic High School in a new residential and business community.
With the land in place, the Capital Campaign was launched in spring 2007. A Board of Trustees
was established in November 2007 to provide leadership and governance and to oversee the
construction and establishment of the school, named San Juan Diego Catholic Regional High
School.
The Capital Campaign successfully raised $2.6 million in pledges, however fund raising efforts
were measurably slowed as the U.S. economy experienced decline. The donation of land in
Edinburg contained a requirement that construction must begin by July 1, 2010. To do this more
funds were needed.
In Feb. 2010, the Most Rev. Daniel E. Flores was installed as Bishop of Brownsville. Bishop
Flores has stated a priority for the evangelization of youth and a strong commitment to Catholic
schools. After consulting both his finance council and priests, the Bishop pledged $1 million to
the High School project. He also offered, as an alternative site for the school, the valuable and
historic property located in Mission, which served as the site of St. Joseph and St. Peter
Seminary. This offer included 40 acres of land and the use of the four buildings making up the
seminary campus.
The Board accepted the generous offer of the Bishop. Monies raised from the capital campaign
were used to renovate existing buildings and construct a new Science & Math building. With
the help of many volunteers, the campus was ready for the opening of school in August 2011.
Teachers were hired and the school opened its doors to its first freshman class on August 22,
2011.
In August 2012, a second class was added, additional teachers hired, courses added, and the
number of athletic and extracurricular activities increased. A nearby gymnasium (Granjeno
Community Center) was rented to accommodate the sports program. A major gift campaign was
initiated to raise funds for the completion of the next phase of the Master Plan.
On November 8, 2012, Juan Diego Academy held a ground breaking for the new multipurpose/gymnasium. The building was blessed by Bishop Flores on September 5, 2013.
Additional classrooms were added to the building during the summer 2014.
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VISION
Juan Diego Academy is a Christ-centered, Catholic learning community forming young men and
women to answer the call to lead and be active participants in their Church and community.

MISSION
As a Catholic regional high school, Juan Diego Academy:






Offers a quality, comprehensive academic curriculum
Utilizes the latest in technology and innovation
Educates the whole person: mind, body, and spirit
Instills a sense of Christian responsibility and service to others
Trains leaders to meet the current and future challenges of society

SCHOOL COLORS
Green and White
SCHOOL MASCOT
Lion
SCHOOL MOTTO
Justice + Devotion + Action

Accredited by the Texas Catholic Conference Education Department

Statement of Philosophy
Juan Diego Academy is dedicated to giving students a Catholic-based, holistic education.
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Religious and Spiritual Formation—Education in the doctrines, customs, and traditions of the
Roman Catholic Church challenges students to see and appreciate the dignity of all persons as
children of God. Catholic values are reflected throughout the curriculum: in daily prayer,
religious instruction, weekly Mass, Christian ministry, and periodic retreats. In this environment
of prayer and reflection, students are challenged to internalize their Catholic beliefs and put them
into practice. The centrality of religion to life is foundational.
University Preparation—Rigor, relevance, and relationship are hallmarks of a thorough,
comprehensive, college preparatory program for the 21st century. Students are academically
challenged with courses that emphasize the development of critical thinking skills, technological
innovation, and understanding of the relevance of what is being studied to life and career goals—
all the while forming relationships between ideas and concepts across the curriculum. Students
are equipped with the tools needed to be successful college students and life-long learners.
Educating the Whole Person—In addition to the religious and the intellectual, a truly Catholic
education: builds character based on gospel values, promotes physical fitness and health, gives
students the opportunity to exercise their aesthetic, kinesthetic, and artistic abilities, and involves
them in competitive activities designed to foster growth in self-image, the importance of
teamwork, sportsmanship, and the pursuit of excellence. These important concepts are addressed
in various forms across the curriculum, particularly in competitive sports, fine arts, and
extracurricular clubs and organizations.
A Christian Learning Community-- Educating the whole person requires more than excellent
classroom instruction. For this reason, Juan Diego Academy continually strives to build a
Catholic Christian community where each student is offered love, acceptance, discipline, and
challenge. The witness of faculty, with the care, attention and respect shown to students,
contributes significantly to this atmosphere. In turn, students are expected to treat faculty and
each other in a similarly loving and respectful manner, responding to the Gospel mandate to,
“…love one another as I have loved you.” (John 15, 12).
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Graduation Outcomes
In order to be successful in university studies, as well as in life, graduates of Juan Diego
Academy will:












participate in the faith life of their church—particularly in service to the least favored—in
an active and informed manner;
apply Roman Catholic teaching to the critical analysis of personal and social issues;
speak and write English clearly and fluently for formal and informal communication;
listen to and read English critically and thoughtfully, evaluating the validity of spoken
and written arguments;
utilize available technologies
(computers, calculators and other data devices, the internet) as tools for research, wordprocessing, data management, multi-media presentations, and reference;
communicate (orally and in writing) in a language other than English;
use critical thinking skills, problem-solving skills, and scientific methods to form
conclusions and apply them in real-life situations;
apply a comprehensive understanding of our world - its geography, cultures, histories,
and the natural and social processes that govern it - to the analysis of current events;
conduct research, synthesize it, and evaluate it across disciplines;
model the principles and techniques of proper fitness, wellness, teamwork, and good
sportsmanship.
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Academics
Requirements for graduation from Juan Diego Academy include a minimum of 28 credits
meeting the Texas Catholic Conference Education Department and Texas Education Agency
guidelines:
Foundation High School Program with Endorsement in Multidisciplinary Studies (multiple
endorsements, including STEM and Arts & Humanities are available)
Religion
English
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
Spanish
Electives

4.0 credits
4.0 credits*
4.0 credits**
4.0 credits***
4.0 credits****
2.0 credits
3.0 credits ^

Health
0.5 credit
Fine Arts
1.0 credit
Physical Education 1.0 credit
Communication App. 0.5 credit

* Required: English I, II, AP English Language, AP English Lit
**Required: Algebra I, II, Geometry, Pre-Calculus
***Required: Biology, Chemistry, & Physics
****Required: AP Human Geography or World Geography, World History, AP U.S. History, AP Government, AP
Economics
^may include online courses for high school or college credit

Endorsements Offered by Juan Diego Academy
STEM
Endorsement

Multidisciplinary
Studies Endorsement*

Arts and Humanities
Endorsement

A coherent sequence or series of courses selected from one of the following:
• CTE courses with a final course from the STEM career cluster
• Computer science
• Mathematics
• Science
• A combination of no more than two of the categories listed above
A coherent sequence or series of courses selected from one of the following:
• Four advanced courses that prepare a student to enter the workforce
successfully or postsecondary education without remediation from within one
endorsement area or among endorsement areas that are not in a coherent
sequence
• Four credits in each of the four foundation subject areas to include English IV
and chemistry and/or physics
• Four credits in AP, IB, or dual credit selected from English, mathematics,
science, social studies, economics, languages other than English, or fine arts
A coherent sequence or series of courses selected from one of the following:
• Social studies
• The same language in Languages Other Than English
• Two levels in each of two language in Languages Other Than English
• American Sign Language (ASL)
• Courses from one or two categories (art, dance, music, and theater) in fine arts
• English electives that are not part of Business and Industry

* All students earn the Multidisciplinary Studies Endorsement as part of meeting JDA graduation requirements
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Advanced Placement Courses
Specially designated courses developed according to the College Board’s Advanced Placement
Program prepare qualified students to take the nationally administered Advanced Placement
Tests for college credit. Our Advanced Placement courses currently include:
Course:
Biology
Calculus AB
Chemistry
Macroeconomics
English Language and Composition
English Literature
Government
Human Geography
Physics (I and II)
Spanish Language & Culture
Spanish Literature & Culture
United States History
AP Psychology
AP World History

Offered to:
Seniors
Juniors and Seniors
Juniors and Seniors
Seniors
Sophomores and Juniors
Juniors and Seniors
Seniors
Freshmen/Sophomores/Juniors/Seniors
Juniors and Seniors
Freshmen/Sophomores/Juniors/Seniors
Sophomores/Juniors/Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores/Juniors/Seniors
Sophomores

Students in an Advanced Placement class may elect to take the AP® exam that is given in May.
There is a fee for each exam of approximately $100.00. Students may earn college credit for
these courses at some universities.
Academic Integrity
Education in a Catholic school is both a privilege and a responsibility. It requires students to
submit to a rigorous academic program in preparation for university studies. It also involves
certain ethical demands regarding academic integrity.
Academic grades are awarded on the basis of one’s own merit, achieved through hard work, and
the exchange of original thoughts and ideas. The following behaviors contradict this
understanding:
1. Copying homework or other assignments for/from another student, including study
guides.
2. Allowing another student to copy homework or assignments.
3. Having, using, or attempting to use unauthorized aids (books, notes, “cheat sheets,”
calculators and other electronic aids or persons) on tests, quizzes, homework, papers, or
projects.
4. Writing formulas, notes, codes, or answers on desk, paper, hands, clothing, etc., to be
used or actually used on the assignment or test.
5. Using a cell phone or other non-approved electronic device during a testing session.
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6. Copying answers from other students during a test, with or without the students’
knowledge.
7. Giving unauthorized assistance to other students before or during a test.
8. Plagiarizing: representing in writing the thoughts or ideas of another as if they were one’s
own, without giving credit to the original author; the wholesale copying of an author’s
work into one’s own without citation (evidence of plagiarism may be determined through
Turnitin.com, Safe Assign or by other provable means).
9. Unauthorized possession of a copy of a test, answers to a test, or other teacher materials
10. Distribution of unauthorized copies of tests, answers to a test, or other teacher materials
11. Attempting to deceive by changing a test paper that was previously graded.
12. Forgery in connection with academic endeavors or school procedures.
13. Any other related behaviors that contradict the spirit of academic integrity.
All of these activities are violations of academic integrity. They are grounds for both academic
and disciplinary penalties. Any student suspected of cheating will be referred to the Interim
Principal for disciplinary action.
Through enrollment at Juan Diego Academy, each student promises as a matter of personal
honor to act at all times in accordance with the highest standards of academic integrity.

2022-2023 Technology Specifications
Beginning in the fall of 2020, all freshmen and transfer students are required to purchase and use
a Chromebook to most easily and securely access the digital learning environment at our school.
Returning students have the choice of bringing their own laptop computer (Chromebook
preferred and recommended) or other personal technology device (iPad, or tablet). All JDA
students must have their own personal technology device with them whenever classes are
in session.
All technology must meet the following minimum specifications:

Chromebook (suggested minimum)
o
o
o
o

Rockchip 1.8 GHz Processor
2 GB DDR3 RAM
16GB SSD Storage; No Optical Drive
10.1 inches 1280 x 800 pixels LED-lit Screen
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o

Chrome Operating System

Apple MacBook, MacBook Pro, or MacBook Air







Operating System: 10.6 "Snow Leopard", 10.7 "Lion", or 10.8 "Mountain Lion"
Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
Memory (RAM): 2GB (4GB preferred for better performance)
Hard Drive: 160GB
Technical Support: Three Year AppleCare Protection Plan
Software:
o MS Office 2010 or later (a student software license for Office 2013 can be purchased from the
school for $69.00)
o iLife ‘09 or ‘11: Included in the Apple OS X operating system which runs on all Macs
o Antivirus software: The free ClamXav application is recommended
o Note: Apple software must be run on Apple hardware. Section 2 of the OS X Lion agreement
states, "I. Other Use Restrictions. The grants set forth in this License do not permit you to, and
you agree not to, install, use or run the Apple Software on any non-Apple-branded computer, or
to enable others to do so. Unless otherwise permitted by the terms of this License: (i) only one
user may use the Apple Software at a time, and (ii) you may not make the Apple Software
available over a network where it could be run or used by multiple computers at the same time.
You may not rent, lease, lend, sell, redistribute or sublicense the Apple Software." The same
clause limitations exist for other Apple operating systems and iLife.

Windows Based Laptop (Chromebook Recommended for easiest interaction with digital learning
environment—see above for Chromebook minimum specs)







Operating System: Windows 10 or better
Processor: Intel Core i5 2.0 GHz or faster
Memory (RAM): 4GB or greater
Hard Drive: 300GB with 100GB free for courseware
Technical Support: Factory Warranty (4 years Accidental Coverage recommended)
Software:
o MS Office 2010 or later (a student software license for Office 2013 can be purchased from the
school for $69.00)
o Antivirus software: The Security Essentials software is included in all Windows 7 and higher
operating systems
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All laptop computers must have wireless internet capability, at least one USB port, and a
minimum 13.1” screen or larger.

iPad





Model: iPad 2 or above; iPad Air
Technical Support: AppleCare Protection Plan is strongly recommended and can be purchased
through the Apple web site
Earphones: Apple earphones with remote and mic
Keyboard: An Apple keyboard is strongly recommended for taking notes, word processing, etc.

Tablet











Operating System: Windows 7 or better
Processor: Intel Core i3-3217U, up to 1.8GHz
Memory (RAM): 4GB or greater
Hard Drive: 64GB or better
Graphics: Intel HD4000 & above; up to 1.70GB
Communication: 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet LAN, Atheros XSPAN (802.11 a/b/g/n);Bluetooth
4.0
Battery: 5hrs or better, Li-ion
Technical Support: Factory Warranty + extended manufacturer’s warranty strongly recommended
Earphones: earphones designed for the device, with remote and mic
Keyboard: strongly recommended for taking notes, word processing, etc.

A sturdy, durable case designed for the iPad or tablet of your choice is strongly
recommended as iPad screens will easily crack inside a backpack or when dropped.

TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTABLE USE AGREEMENT
Adapted from NCEA’s From the Chalkboard to the Chatroom.
As a computer user, I agree to follow the rules and code of ethics in all of my work with computers while
attending Juan Diego Academy:
1. I recognize that all computer users have the same right to use personal or school-owned equipment;
therefore, I will not use computer resources for non-academic purposes. I will not waste or take supplies
such as paper, printer cartridges, flash drives, etc. that are provided by the school. When I am using an
electronic device, I will keep my work area clean and free of food and liquids.
2. I recognize that software is protected by copyright laws; therefore, I will not make unauthorized copies
of software and I will not give, lend, or sell copies of software to others. I understand that I will not be
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allowed to bring software applications, or games from home to be used on school equipment without
proof of licensure and prior approval of my teacher, or a member of the administrative team.
3. I recognize that the work of all users is valuable; therefore, I will protect the privacy of others by not
trying to learn their password; I will not copy, change, read, or use files from another user without prior
permission from that user; I will not attempt to gain unauthorized access to system programs for computer
equipment; I will not use computer systems to disturb or harass other computer users or use inappropriate
language in my communications.
4. I will honor my school’s procedures for the storage of information, including the use of google
classroom, Gradelink, and the school’s web site. I realize that after prior notice has been given to me,
files may be deleted from these systems to protect the integrity of the network and the individual or
because of space limitations.
5. Each student who receives Internet access will be instructed in the proper use of the network. The use
of the Internet must be in support of education and research consistent with the educational objectives of
the school. Students using network or computing resources must comply with the appropriate rules for
that network or resource.
6. As a user of a network, I will not use any of the Juan Diego Academy resources for a noneducational purpose. In addition, I will not reveal my personal information, home address, or
personal phone number or those of students, teachers, or other staff members. Transmission of any
material in violation of any U.S. or state regulation is prohibited. This includes, but is not limited
to: copyrighted material, threatening or obscene material, or material protected by trade secret.
The use of school computers and networking resources for commercial activities is not permitted.
Their use for product advertisement or political lobbying is also prohibited.
7. Parents must realize that their students may encounter material on a network/over the Internet that they
do not consider appropriate (vulgar jokes, statements of belief that some might consider immoral, etc.)
The student is responsible for not pursuing material that could be considered offensive or immoral.
8. The use of the computer is a privilege, not a right, and inappropriate use will result in the cancellation
of these privileges. Vandalism or intentional modification of system settings will result in cancellation of
privileges and/or school disciplinary action. The school reserves the right to seek financial restitution for
any damage caused by a student or other user. The school will deem what is inappropriate use, and their
decision is final. The administration, faculty, and staff of Juan Diego Academy may deny, revoke, or
suspend specific user privileges. Violations of the rules and code of ethics described above will result in
serious disciplinary consequences.

To be granted permission to use the school's computers/Internet domain, the student must:




Sign the Technology Acceptable Use Agreement (Form C in the back of this handbook).
Obtain his/her parents signature(s) on the same copy of the Technology Acceptable Use
Agreement.
Submit the signed copy of the Technology Acceptable Use Agreement to the homeroom
teacher.
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Juan Diego Academy Information Technology Support
JDA IT offers limited support of student equipment. Support is limited to wireless access
troubleshooting, Microsoft Office technical issues (laptops) and web browser troubleshooting
when it affects a students’ ability to perform their school duties while on the JDA student
network.
Students must supply JDA IT the administrator password for their device for troubleshooting
purposes. Students grant JDA IT permission to reset the password if necessary.
Devices must be presented to JDA IT for proper provisioning and configuration of standard
applications, such as browsers, office productivity software and wireless access to the student
network.
JDA IT has the right to inspect student equipment to ensure that antivirus and malware software
is up-to-date.
JDA IT reserves the right to disconnect student provided devices or disable services that are
affecting the JDA student network, or not in compliance with JDA technology specifications.
Students agree to allow JDA IT, if necessary, permission to uninstall any currently installed free
or purchased software and files in order to troubleshoot an issue denying the student the ability to
use their device on the JDA student network. It is the student’s responsibility for reinstallation
of any software.
JDA IT is not responsible for hardware equipment failures of student personal equipment.
JDA IT is not responsible for any data loss.
JDA IT does not offer loaner equipment.
Students are blocked from access to certain websites while connected to the JDA student
network that may affect JDA student network performance or is not school and classroom
related.
Students grant JDA IT remote access to their device in order to troubleshoot an issue. This will
not be a persistent connection, just at time of need. Student will be required to allow such access
at time of troubleshooting.
Student/Parent Responsibility
It is the responsibility of the student to ensure laptop/iPad/tablet operating system updates are
performed on a regular basis.
It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that antivirus/malware software is kept up-to-date
to avoid as much as possible any virus/malware infection. Failure to do so may put the JDA
student network at risk. If a virus or malware is found to have infected a device and is affecting
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the JDA student network, that device will not be allowed to access the JDA student network until
the virus or malware has been removed from the student’s device.
It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that all personal data on a laptop/iPad/tablet is backed
up against possible loss.
It is the responsibility of the student to have their device repaired when there is hardware failure.
The student assumes full liability for risks including, but not limited to, partial or complete loss
of personal data due to operating system crashes, errors, bugs, viruses, malware and/or other
software or hardware failures.
It is the student’s responsibility to provide accurate information regarding their device. JDA IT
is not responsible for incorrect or incomplete information provided at time technical support is
rendered.

Additional Technology Concerns
Blogs: Engagement in online blogs such as, but not limited to, Facebook®, Instagram®,
Tumblr®, Pinterest®, Snapchat® etc. may result in disciplinary action if the content of the
student’s blog includes defamatory comments regarding the school, the faculty, or other students.
Sexting: Students involved in possession or transmission of inappropriate photos on their cell
phones or other electronic devices face suspension and/or dismissal.
Texting: Students should at no time be involved in texting during the course of the school day.
Students involved in texting at school face detention, suspension and/or dismissal.
Virtual Reality Sites: Virtual Reality Sites such as, but not limited to, www.there.com® and
www.secondlife.com®, etc. pose a developmental and moral risk to the life of a student. Parents
are cautioned to be aware of the online sites visited by their children, knowing that often
predators are not living in a neighborhood, but within the home via a computer. Students whose
avatars depict other students, teachers, or staff in a defamatory light face detention, suspension,
or dismissal.
Telephone
Permission to use the telephone must be obtained from the school office. Students must submit a
note from their teacher. The office phone is a business phone and students are permitted to use it
only in case of an emergency. The telephone in the classroom is for the use of the teacher only.
Forgotten homework, athletic equipment, etc. do not constitute emergencies. Arrangements for
after-school visits and social activities with friends should be made at home.
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Success in Studies
The responsibility for school success lies principally with the student. Students must be well
organized, keeping aware of and abreast with the short-term and long-term requirements of each
of their courses.
Grading
Numeric grades are based on a 100-point scale. The grading scale at Juan Diego Academy is as
follows:
A=
B=
C=
D=
F=

93-100
85-92
77-84
70-76
69 and below

The minimum passing grade is 70. To pass a course, a student must earn a minimum of 70 as the
final grade in that subject. The highest grade which a student may receive for a quarterly,
semester, or yearly course grade is 100.
A grade, whether a test grade or a report card grade may be contested by a student, parent, or
legal guardian no more than five days after the grade has been delivered to the student or posted
on Gradelink—whichever comes first.
Homework
Students should expect, on average, two hours of homework (written work, reading, or study) per
school night (more homework/study time can be expected for AP courses). Homework is
assigned to reinforce daily objectives and course outcomes, as well as challenge students to
synthesize and apply classroom learning using higher-level critical thinking and reasoning skills.
All homework assignments are posted on the school’s web site.
Progress Reports
In the middle of each quarter, progress report grades will be sent out to all students both
electronically, and on paper. If a student’s progress report indicates that the student is failing a
course, a progress report will be mailed to the parent, and a follow-up phone call will be made by
the subject teacher. Because it is possible that a student may perform satisfactorily up to the
middle of the quarter in a subject, but may do poorly in the second half of the same quarter, a
progress report grade does not guarantee a passing grade in a course for the quarter.
Report Cards. Report cards are issued four times each year. The first report card is issued
following the first nine-week quarter. The second nine-week quarter is followed by the first
semester examinations. The second report card lists the results of the second quarter and the
semester examination; it also lists the semester grade for the first semester. The third report card
is issued following the third nine-week quarter. The final report card lists the results of the
fourth quarter and the semester examination; it likewise lists the semester grade for the second
semester and the final grade for the year.
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Semester Grades. Semester grades are derived as follows:
 the average of the two quarters which comprise the semester (75%).
 the semester examination (25%).
If no semester examination is given, the semester grade is the average of the two quarters.
Final Grades. For full-year courses, final grades are the average of the two semester grades.
For one-semester courses, the semester grade and the final grade are identical.
Absences
Absences present an impediment to academic success, resulting in lost instruction and missed work. While it
is assumed there will be absences due to illness or emergency, absences for any other reason should be
avoided.

Absences During Semester Exams. Students must be present for semester exams. Exams missed
due to absence may be given a grade of “0.”
Missed Work. Primary responsibility for work missed during an absence rests with the student.
Students are responsible for knowing and adhering to each teacher’s policies on absences for
tests, absences on days when tests are announced, and on work missed. During an absence,
students should check their teacher’s web page, contact the teacher by phone, or contact a
classmate to learn of assignments that have been given. All missed work must be made up
within the guidelines set by the teacher. If a student desires special arrangements with a teacher
regarding deadlines for missed work, etc. it is the student’s responsibility to request such
arrangements. Teachers, at their convenience, may assist students in making up missed work.

Academic Honors
Quarterly Honors: Honor Roll students are recognized quarterly. All A Honor Roll is
awarded to students who in a given quarter have earned a grade of 93 or higher in every course.
A & B Honor Roll is awarded to students who in a given quarter have earned a grade of 90 or
higher in every course.
Annual Honors: In the fourth quarter an Awards Assembly is held to recognize distinguished
academic performance.
Graduation Honors: At graduation, the class valedictorian and salutatorian are honored. To
qualify for this honor, a student must have attended Juan Diego Academy for two consecutive
years (in their entirety). The valedictorian is the student with the highest cumulative grade point
average in the class; the salutatorian is the student with the second-highest cumulative grade
point average in the class. The selection of these students is determined on the basis of all
courses taken and recognized by Juan Diego Academy during the four years of high school, up to
and including the third quarter of senior year. In cases where there is a tie, co-valedictorians or
co-salutatorians will be honored. If a tie for valedictorian exists, there will be no salutatorian
honored unless the student’s grade point average is 4.0 or higher. A JDA Honor Cord is awarded
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to each graduate successfully completing seven (7) or more measures consisting of any
combination of the following achievements:
1. Earn an additional endorsement as part of the school’s graduation plan (1 measure per
endorsement, not counting the Multidisciplinary Studies Endorsement that all students
receive)
2. Receive a score of 3 or higher on an AP Exam (1 measure per AP exam with score of 3 or
higher)
3. Earn a grade of B or higher on a dual enrollment course taken at JDA or on an approved
college course taken for elective credit—online, or in person (1 measure per course taken
and passed with a B or higher—prior administrative approval required for taking courses
for college credit).
Ranking: It is the policy of Juan Diego Academy not to rank students in any grade. Verification
for those students who fall in a particular position (such as top 7%) will be provided individual
documentation if needed in applying for scholarship or to the college of their choice.
Transfer Credit
Acceptance of Credit: Occasionally, new Upper Division students will enter Juan Diego
Academy having taken courses for high school credit while they were in the 7 th or 8th grade. In
order to ensure that all of our students have the solid foundation necessary for academic success,
Juan Diego Academy reserves the right to withhold credit for high school courses taken in junior
high school and require that students re-enroll in those courses at Juan Diego Academy if it is
deemed that the student would benefit from this course of action. Such decisions will be made
by the school administration, in consultation with the appropriate faculty, and the student’s
parent(s)/guardian(s).
Assignment of Grades: Appropriate credit will be recorded on the Juan Diego Academy
permanent record for any student who enrolls after his/her first semester from an accredited
academic institution. Grades transferred as numeric values from accredited schools in the United
States will be accepted at face value. Grades transferred as “passing” will be awarded credit, but
these grades will not be used in determining the student’s cumulative average. Grades
transferred as letter grades will be assigned numeric values as follows:
A+ = 98
A = 96
A- = 93

B+ = 90
B = 88
B- = 85

C+ = 82
C = 80
C- = 77

D+ = 74
D = 72
D- = 70

F = 65

The following will be used to assign value to grades earned in the Mexican school system:
10 - 7 = P (Passing)

6 - 1 = F (Failing)
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Academic Eligibility
Interscholastic activities: Participation in interscholastic activities conforms to the current
guidelines of the Texas Association of Private and Parochial Schools (TAPPS).
To be eligible for participation a student must:
 Carry a full course load (at least five credits through Juan Diego Academy);
 Have no failing grades during the current marking period (no grades below 70).
Eligibility is determined on the day report cards are issued, or at the beginning of the tenth day
after report cards are issued with the approval of the Administration.
Ineligible students may attend scheduled practices but may not participate in any competition
until eligibility has been restored. An ineligible student remains ineligible until the next progress
report or on the tenth day following the date the next progress reports are issued; if progress
reports indicate that the student is passing all classes, eligibility is restored.
If eligibility is not restored at the progress reports, it will be reviewed at the next report card.
Passing summer school courses may remove a student’s ineligible status incurred during the
previous school year. Eligibility would begin ten days following the date report cards are issued.
Other extra-curricular activities: Participation in other extra-curricular activities is governed
by the same rules as interscholastic activities with the exclusion of service and spiritual-growth
activities sponsored by the religion department and/or campus ministry. In deference to the
value placed on religious and moral formation at Juan Diego Academy, eligibility for
participation in these activities is subject to the discretion of the Administration.
After-School Tutoring: Teachers at Juan Diego Academy are available for after school subjectspecific tutoring on designated days and times
Academic Probation
Juan Diego Academy administration may place a student on academic probation for a pattern of
poor academic performance (normally over at least one semester). The parent or guardian will
be notified of the student’s probationary status and the conditions attached to it. If the student
fails to meet the conditions of the probation during the specified time, the student will be
required to withdraw from school.
A student who gives evidence of consistently poor performance during the school year (as
reflected, for example, in quarterly grades), and whose performance gives little indication of
probable improvement, may, in the student’s best interest, be asked to withdraw from Juan Diego
Academy.
Academic Failures
A student who fails one or two full-year courses (or the equivalent) must successfully complete
these courses in summer school before being readmitted in the fall. A student who fails more
than two full-year courses (or the equivalent) may not return to Juan Diego Academy for the next
school year.
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Summer School
Students who fail one or two courses for the year may be given the opportunity to successfully
complete that course in summer school, thereby making possible their continued enrollment at
Juan Diego Academy. Students needing summer school are required to take those courses at
Juan Diego Academy. Only when a summer school course is not offered at the Academy is a
student allowed to take it elsewhere. Juan Diego Academy will only recognize and accept for
credit those summer school courses pre-authorized for that particular student by the
administration. All policies, procedures, and dress code regulations are in effect during summer
school.
Shortage of Credits
Students are required to make satisfactory progress toward graduation in order to remain enrolled
at Juan Diego Academy. If students are found to be short of the number of credits for graduation,
either because they have failed a course or because they have transferred to Juan Diego
Academy, it is their responsibility to make arrangements to make up the loss of credit either
through a summer program or by other arrangement. Any arrangements to make up deficiencies
in credit must be approved in advance by the Administration.
Incompletes
A student may be assigned an incomplete grade at the end of a marking period. Normally this is
done when the student has been unavoidably out of school due to illness or unable to complete
school work due to some unusual circumstance. School policy requires that students make up
incompletes within the first two weeks of the next marking period. If the student does not make
up the incomplete within the time allowed, the missing work will be assigned a grade of zero,
and the course grade will be averaged accordingly. Any exception to this policy must be
approved by the Interim Principal.
Release of Student Information
Release of Student Grades: Juan Diego Academy will send to colleges, scholarship programs,
and other entities an official transcript of the student’s courses, as well as the grades received in
those courses, with the written permission of the parent.
In accordance with Texas State law, neither parents nor students may deliver an official
transcript. Regulations require that official transcripts be sent directly from the school. However,
parents and/or students may deliver unofficial transcripts.
Release of College Entrance Test Scores and AP Test Scores: Consistent with the policy of
The College Board and the ACT, students are responsible for making sure their standardized test
scores are forwarded from the testing agency to the college or university of their choice.
Release of Disciplinary Information to Colleges: Students and parents should understand that
teacher and counselor recommendations are confidential documents and waive access to them
during the college application process. It is the policy of Juan Diego Academy to inform
colleges, if requested to do so, of serious disciplinary matters which result in probation, out-ofschool suspension, or dismissal from school. It is the student’s obligation to be honest with the
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college counselor and with the colleges to which the student is applying if there are serious
incidents of academic or behavioral misconduct.
Graduation
Diplomas are granted to those students who have successfully completed the graduation
requirements of Juan Diego Academy. If a senior is short of the requirements at the time of
graduation, the student will be allowed to participate in the commencement exercise, but will not
receive a diploma until such time as the necessary credits have been completed.
Senior Electives
Seniors must take a full course load and be present for all daily class periods. This means that
seniors must enroll for a minimum of 7.0 credits. Seniors may complete their credit requirements
from the electives listed in the course bulletin, or by taking an approved online course. Any
exceptions to this policy must be approved by the Principal.

Admissions
The offer of admission is based upon the student’s performance on an entrance examination, an
evaluation of his/her total scholastic record, and a personal interview conducted by two or more
members of the Administrative Team with the prospective student and his/her
parent(s)/guardian(s).
For students seeking admission as transfer students, the following number of high school credits
is required: Sophomores: 7 credits; Juniors: 14 credits; Seniors: 21 credits. In addition, the
credits must be in areas that will meet Juan Diego Academy’s graduation requirements.
Therefore, before sitting for the entrance examination, a student seeking admission to the
sophomore level or higher should:



Present a copy of their academic record for review by the Administration
Be interviewed (along with the student’s parent/guardian) by two or more
members of the Administrative Team

Tuition and Fees for 2022-2023
Juan Diego Academy is a private, self-supporting Catholic School that depends on the timely
payment of tuition and fees in order to meet our financial obligations. Parents and guardians,
upon enrolling their child at Juan Diego Academy, agree to make prompt payment of tuition and
fees.
Non-Refundable Fees: $1150.00; Senior--$1300.00
Registration (includes one copy of yearbook and student portrait)
Technology Fee (includes internet access, online resources, and
technical support))
1. Materials Fee (includes fine arts, sciences, PSAT and IOWA
testing)
Graduation Fee (seniors—includes cap & gown, cap & gown portrait)
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Tuition: $8,700.00
Payment is made through one of the following plans:
A. 1 annual payment of $8700 due August 10, 2022.
B. 2 semi-annual payments of $4350 due August 10, 2022 and January 10, 2023.
C. 12 equal payments of $725 beginning May 10, 2022 with the final payment due
April 11, 2023.
D. 11 equal payments of $795 beginning June 10, 2022 with the final payment due
April 11, 2023.
E. 10 equal payments of $870 beginning July 11, 2022 with the final payment due
April 11, 2023.
F. 9 equal payments of $970 beginning August 10, 2022 with the final payment due
April 11, 2023.
Payment is due on the 10th of each month. Payments received after the 20th of each month will
be subject to a $50 late charge per month. Tuition past due 20 days or more may result in online
accounts being locked, and the ineligibility of the student to remain at Juan Diego Academy.
There is a $35.00 NSF fee for checks returned by the bank for insufficient funds. At the
discretion of the administration, it may be necessary to require all future payments be made in
the form of cash, money order, or cashier’s check.
If a student withdraws from school voluntarily on the opening day or thereafter, advance tuition
payments will be refunded less $500.00. All other fees are nonrefundable.
Parent(s)/Guardian(s) agree to participate in and support all school activities, including
fundraising events. Parent(s)/Guardian(s) agree to make an annual fundraising
contribution of $250.00 per semester ($500 annually)
Testing Fees
The fees for the Iowa Assessments and Cognitive Abilities Test (IA-COGAT), as well as the
PSAT are covered as part of the student’s registration fees. Advanced Placement fees (per test)
are based on the fees set for the current year by the College Board. Parents will be notified of
these fees on a yearly basis when the time for test registration nears. It has averaged 100.00 per
test in previous years.
Type of Payment: Payments may be made in cash, by check, by money order, or
direct debit from a checking or savings account (monthly or semi-annual plan only),
Insufficient Funds: We regret having to assess a $35.00 fee when a check is returned by the
bank for insufficient funds. At the discretion of the administration, it may be necessary to
require all future payments for the current academic year be in the form of cash, money order, or
cashier’s check. Acceptance of Checks: Checks cannot be accepted for past due tuition
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balances after the 3rd of December through Christmas Vacation or after the 6th of May through
final exams.
Accounts in Arrears (accounts past due 14 or more business days)
Suspension. Students whose accounts are in arrears may be suspended from all classes until the
account is paid up to date, or arrangements have been made with the Administration.
Report Cards. Report cards cannot be issued to students whose accounts are in arrears.
Withdrawal. In the event that a student with an account in arrears withdraws from school, no
grades, transcripts or other records can be released until all financial obligations have been
satisfied.
Refund Policy
If a student withdraws from Juan Diego Academy for any reason before the opening of school in
August, all advance tuition payments paid before the date of withdrawal will be refunded to the
payer. Registration fees, school apparel orders, and lunch fees are nonrefundable.
If a student withdraws from school voluntarily on the opening day or thereafter, advance tuition
payments will be refunded less $500.00. All other fees are nonrefundable.
All requests for refunds should be made in writing and addressed to the Interim Principal.
Financial Assistance
Juan Diego Academy provides a limited number of tuition scholarships to qualified students with
financial need. Tuition scholarships are awarded on a first-come, first-served basis based on the
needs of the student and the financial resources available to the school. Juan Diego Academy
does not award academic or athletic scholarships. The award in a given year is based solely on
information received in that year. The Interim Principal of Juan Diego Academy, in consultation
with the Board of Trustees, will establish a Financial Aid Committee each year to review
applications for financial aid assistance and determine tuition scholarship recipients. The
decision of the committee is final in all matters pertaining to financial assistance.
Application for financial assistance is an annual process. It is the responsibility of the
parent/guardian to request a Financial Aid Form, complete it, and submit it by the deadline.
Only one application is required per family. The Financial Aid Form can be picked up at the
school office, or downloaded from our web site.
Criteria for Determining Eligibility for a Tuition Scholarship:
1. Financial need as demonstrated by the information provided on the Financial Aid Form.
Additional information may be requested by the Financial Aid Committee. All information will
be held in strict confidence.
2. Returning students must have satisfactory records of academics, discipline, and attendance.
Students requesting financial assistance need to maintain a 2.5 GPA. Application must be made
at the time of re-registration.
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Financial Aid Application Procedures for 2022-2023:
Parents or guardians should obtain a Financial Aid Form from the school office or the web site.
This request form must be returned to the school office along with a signed copy of their 2021
(or 2020, if available at the time of application) IRS form 1040, 1040A or 1040EZ; as well as
copies of their 2021 (or 2020, if available at the time of application) W2 forms from all
employers and/or privately owned.

Attendance
Texas State Law grants only the following as legitimate reasons for school absence: sickness,
death in the family, health treatment, quarantine, religious observance, and required court
appearance.
In addition to fulfilling the statutory requirements of Texas Law, regular attendance is essential
to guaranteeing a continuous, uninterrupted program of instruction as a basis for academic
success.
Therefore, Juan Diego Academy cannot condone or approve absence from school for vacations
or other nonessential reasons. All absences are reviewed by the Administration.
Reporting an Absence
When a student is absent, the parent or guardian should phone the school at 956-583-2752
before 10:00 AM on the first day of absence. If the length of the absence is definitively reported
on the first call (e.g. “my child will be absent for two days”) then no further calls are necessary.
If the length of the absence cannot be definitively reported on the first call, a call must be made
by the parent or guardian on each day of the absence. If no call is made, the school will call the
home by 11 AM.
Returning to School Following an Absence
When returning to school following an absence, a signed note from the parent or guardian should
be presented at the main office no later than 8:20 AM on the day on which the student returns to
school. This note must contain the number of days absent, as well as the reason for the absence.
Students who do not bring a note on the day they return will be given a grace period of one day
to produce the note. Failure to present the note by 8:20 AM on the day after the student returns
from an absence may result in detention. A physician’s documentation of an illness must be
submitted to the main office on the day the student returns to school. If a student is absent from
school for three or more days, a physician’s note is required to be re-admitted to classes.
Obtaining an Admit Pass. Prior to 8:20 AM on the day the student returns to school from an
absence, the student must procure an Admit Pass at the Main Office. This pass is to be presented
to each teacher during the school day for the teacher’s signature. Failure to obtain an Admit Pass
before 8:20 AM may carry a disciplinary consequence.
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Extracurricular Participation on Days of Absence
All students are required to be in school before the start of period three if they are to be
considered present for a full day of school. Students who arrive after the beginning of third
period are considered to be a half-day absent. Students who are absent, half-day absent or who
go home sick on a given day are not allowed to attend or participate in any after-school or
evening activity sponsored by the school on that day. Absence on a Friday will prevent a student
from participating in weekend events. Students failing to adhere to this policy could jeopardize
their future participation in that activity.

Dismissal during the School Day
Illness during the School Day. A student who becomes ill during the school day should report
to the Main Office. The school will contact the parent or guardian who may then come to the
school to sign the student out. No ill student will be released from school unless signed-out by a
parent or guardian. Ill students cannot be released from school on the basis of a telephone call
from parents. An ill student who leaves campus without having been signed-out by a parent or
guardian is considered truant.
Professional Appointments
Students required to leave school for a professional appointment must present a note, signed by
the parent/guardian, stating the nature of the appointment and the time of departure from school.
Parents may be called to verify the note.
All notes must be presented prior to 8:20 AM. Failing to do so, the student will be issued a late
slip.
For the safety of our students, only those students whose cars are registered in the Main Office
may be dismissed on the basis of this note alone. All other students (those who do not drive)
must be signed-out by a parent/guardian. Parental permission for early dismissal may not be sent
to the school via e-mail. Faxed permission is acceptable. All requests must contain the signature
of a parent, adult relative, or guardian and a current phone number for verification purposes.
All students must check-in at the Main Office before leaving for the appointment.
Students returning from an appointment must check-in at the Main Office to obtain an admit slip.
Due to school traffic, as well as other safety considerations, we respectfully request that
students not be signed out of school after 3:30 PM.
Excessive Absence
The parents of students who have accumulated four absences (excused or unexcused) in any one
class during the current semester will be notified, by letter, that the student has been excessively
absent. Should the student accumulate another two absences in the class in the same semester
(total of six), a conference must be scheduled between the Principal and the parent(s)/guardian(s)
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of the student. The student will be placed on probation for the remainder of the academic year.
The next unexcused absence (seven) will result in suspension from school and potential loss of
credit. A continued pattern of excessive absence by a student on probation may result in
withheld registration or dismissal at the end of the school year. Students who are placed on
probation for excessive absence may be required to present a physician’s note for each
absence in excess of seven.
Extended Absence for Workshops/Conferences
There may be several opportunities for students to attend workshops and conferences that are
related to the educational experience at Juan Diego Academy. Students are encouraged to
respond positively to these invitations.
Attendance in class is also of great value, and failure to attend class is detrimental to students.
For this reason, students who wish to attend workshops that would require an extended school
absence must have a minimum of an 80 cumulative average in all subjects during the current
academic year and not be judged excessively absent (more than four absences in the current
semester). Whenever possible, attendance at specific workshops/conferences should be reserved
for the summer months. Students enrolled in summer school will not be excused to attend
workshops.
Normally, a student should attend no more than one conference or workshop per academic year
(not including summer workshops/conferences)
College Visits
Helping students choose an appropriate college or university is an important part of Juan Diego
Academy’s mission as a college-preparatory school. In keeping with our mission, the school
allows three days of excused absence during the junior year, and three days during the senior
year, for the purpose of visiting college campuses. In particular instances when distance is a
factor, a student may choose to take all his/her college leave time during either the junior or
senior year. All such absences must be approved by the Principal prior to the visit. Students
should understand that they will be responsible for making up all school work missed during
college visits. More than three days in either the junior or senior year taken for the purpose of
college visits will be regarded as unexcused absences.
Tardiness
When Late to Class/School. A student who is not in class, at Morning Prayer, or in Mass by the
designated time on the daily schedule (as determined by the classroom teacher or class sponsor)
is considered tardy. The student is marked tardy by the appropriate faculty member, who has
responsibility for reporting the tardy to the school office via Gradelink. Only the Principal may
excuse a tardy. Students are not to dispute tardiness with faculty. Students who are excessively
tardy may be placed on probation or asked to submit a doctor’s excuse for subsequent lateness.
Lateness Consequences (per quarter, per class—Morning Prayer is counted as part of second
period; Mass is counted as part of second period):
1st tardy of the quarter: Excused, warning from Faculty
2nd tardy of the quarter: Detention in office (30 minutes); Phone Call to Parent
3rd tardy of the quarter: Detention with office (30 minutes); $10 Fine; Phone Call to Parent
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4th tardy of the quarter: Referral to Principal; $10 Fine; Parent-Teacher Conference
5th tardy of the quarter:
$10 Fine; Detention with Teacher (two hours); further disciplinary
action at the discretion of the Principal
These same consequences will apply to violations of the school dress code.

Truancy
A student is truant if he/she:
 is absent from school without the permission of a parent or guardian.
 is more than 15 minutes late for class without the permission of the Principal
 leaves the school grounds once he/she has reported for classes without the permission of
the Principal
In case of truancy, the parent or guardian will be notified immediately. Truant students are
subject to suspension and other disciplinary action. Repeated truancy is cause for dismissal.
Unexcused Absence
Absences judged by the Administration to be unexcused carry the following academic
consequences in addition to the above absence policies:
1. A grade of zero (0) must be assigned to the student for any classwork on the day of
unexcused absence. This includes in class assignments, quizzes, tests, and any
presentations.
2. Consequences for failing to turn in homework or assignments due are handled per the
teacher’s course syllabus.
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Christian Ministry (Community Service)
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY PROGRAM
“…whatever you did for one of these least brothers of mine, you did for me.”
(Mt 25, 40)
Christian Ministry “is the public activity of a baptized follower of Jesus Christ flowing from the
Spirit's charism and an individual personality on behalf of a Christian community to witness to,
serve and realize the kingdom of God"
(Thomas F. O’Meara, Theology of Ministry)
The call to serve others—especially those less fortunate than ourselves—can be found in the
literature and sacred texts of every major religion. As Catholic Christians, we are called to
service by our Baptism as followers of Jesus: the perfect example of loving service.
The Christian Ministry program at Juan Diego Academy is an opportunity for students to become
involved in direct service to both the Church and the wider community.
Elements of Juan Diego Academy’s Christian Ministry Program:
The Spirituality of Service
Christian Ministry is the freely offered gift of one’s time, talents and personality. We can be
Christ for others in many ways. While some agencies where we carry out our ministry are not
directly tied to the Church, we consider the student’s contribution to be Christian ministry
because faith is the motivation, prayer is the source of strength, and service in the imitation of
Jesus is the goal. We acknowledge however that there should always be an element of
evangelization in Christian service.
The Opportunity to Learn
Christian Ministry is an opportunity to learn and grow outside the traditional classroom
environment. Through Christian ministry, students may discover their personal gifts, values,
limitations, and perhaps, come to realize their personal vision/mission for the future. They will
develop a new awareness about others, as well as issues of justice in our neighborhoods,
communities, and the world.
The Choice of Ministry
As Christians, we believe in the prayerful discernment of important choices and decisions we
make. We believe the Holy Spirit can guide our choice of ministries if we let it. Students are
challenged to prayerfully examine their gifts and interests and then listen to the Holy Spirit.
Often the Spirit’s call may be to do something more difficult or challenging than we are
comfortable with. Risk is an essential element of human growth. When we stretch beyond our
“comfort zone,” we often gain the most from an experience.
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All incoming students at JDA are asked to take a spiritual gifts inventory to help them determine
not where they will be most comfortable, but where they will be most affective.

The Commitment to Serve
It is the investment of oneself that makes for rewarding ministry. While there are many short
term ministry opportunities, it is recommended that students make a long term commitment (a
semester, a summer, a year) to one ministry. This will give them the opportunity to develop
relationships, become experienced in the field, and perhaps witness changes or growth in those
they are serving. The agency also benefits because they can count on the student’s continued
service. Students are reminded to make sure their ministry conforms to the guidelines of the
Christian Ministry program.

The Action/Reflection Process
Students will reflect regularly upon their ministry through journaling and periodic conversations
in their religion classes. This opportunity to reflect on and share ministry experiences with
others is where much of the learning takes place.

Requirements for the Christian Ministry Program

Hours
Students are required to perform a minimum of 100 hours of Christian Ministry beginning with
the first day of classes in the fall of their freshman (or first year) at Juan Diego Academy and
concluding by the deadline set during the student’s senior year. Because this is an ongoing
experience that will be reflected upon throughout one’s time at JDA, Students are required to
complete at least 25 hours by the end of each academic year. Five (5) of these must be earned
through service in the student’s home parish/church. Students should contact their pastor,
coordinator of religious education, or youth minister for help in fulfilling the home parish/church
requirement. Diplomas may be withheld if hours are incomplete.

Criteria for Ministry Sites
A list of suggested ministry sites will be provided to students through their religion classes at the
beginning of the academic year. This list will always include the student’s home parish, any
Diocesan ministry, and Juan Diego Academy. A student may perform service at a site not on the
suggested list, so long as it meets the criteria listed below:


the ministry must involve direct service to or with people



the ministry must be voluntary (no monetary or other goods may be exchanged for
service rendered)



the ministry must be supervised by an adult (age 21 or over)
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the organization must not publicly endorse a position or value that contradicts the
teachings of the Catholic Church

Students should check with the Christian Ministry Coordinator for approval before performing
any service if there is any doubt about the ministry site or the service to be performed.

Documentation of Ministry
The student is the Christian minister. It is the Christian minister’s responsibility to report the
hours of service on the approved CM Form. Only complete, original, readable copies of the
form, signed by the student and the ministry supervisor, can be accepted. A parent signature
may not substitute for the signature of the ministry supervisor, who must be an adult (21 years of
age or older). A parent/guardian may not supervise a student in performing their ministry.
Students are required to make a copy of each form they submit for their own records and
verification, as well as to keep track of their hours. It is not the responsibility of the Christian
Ministry Coordinator to make these copies.
During the school year, CM forms should be turned in to the Christian Ministry Coordinator
within 30 calendar days of the completion of the work being documented, or by the deadline set
by the Coordinator at the end of each semester, whichever comes first. For service performed
during the summer months, completed forms must be submitted no later than 30 days from the
first day of classes for the fall semester.

Any service hours not properly documented and submitted by the required deadline will not be
accepted.

What counts as hours
Simply put, all time spent in direct Christian ministry to others, including any required
orientation at an agency. For fairness and consistency, any ministry done as part of Mass or
another prayer/worship experience (lector, extraordinary minister of Holy Communion, altar
server, cantor/choir member, etc.) is counted as one (1) hour of Christian Ministry.
What doesn’t count
You are not allowed to count transportation time to and from the ministry site, breaks, or meal
times. Babysitting (unless for a parish/agency in a group child care setting with supervision),
and work for family/friends do not count. Donations of goods do not count, regardless of the
donations site’s policy. However, time spent gathering the goods can count. Work done in one’s
home, even with parental and/or adult supervision, cannot be counted. Remember that parents
may not supervise your Christian ministry hours.
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Senior Recognition
Seniors performing 150 or more hours of Christian Ministry are eligible to receive a special
service cord to wear at graduation.

Consequences for Incomplete Hours
Towards the end of the spring semester, there will be a final due date for hours to be counted
toward that school year. The date will be published and students will receive periodic reminders
of it. Any student not completing the required service hours by this date may be placed on
academic probation with the approval of the Principal. The student will remain on probation until
the required hours are completed. While on academic probation, a student is not allowed to
participate in any of the school’s extracurricular activities, clubs, or organizations.

Special Projects and Initiatives
Juan Diego Academy will endeavor to support new and creative student initiatives aimed at
serving those less fortunate than ourselves. Therefore, the Christian Ministry Coordinator (in
consultation with the Principal) may grant an exception to certain reporting and documentation
requirements for students involved in a project or activity where the normal program guidelines
would hinder the development or completion of the project or activity. These exceptions will be
handled on a case-by-case basis.
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Disciplinary Procedures and Measures
Disciplinary Review Board
The Disciplinary Review Board consists of three or more members of the Administrative Team
and faculty of Juan Diego Academy as appointed by the Principal.
The Principal convenes the board and acts as the board’s chair, or delegates this responsibility to
one of the other members. The board is convened to review the cases of students who have
seriously and/or continuously violated the school’s policies and procedures.
The parents of the student will be notified of the board meeting and will be expected to attend the
meeting with the student. The Principal or one of the other review board members will meet
with the student and parents in advance of the board meeting to explain the format of the meeting
and to answer questions. No other persons may attend this meeting unless approved in advance
by the Principal.
Following the meeting, the board will deliberate and recommend either exoneration (whereby the
student is determined not to be in violation of school policies and procedures) or appropriate
disciplinary measures. The Principal will notify the student and parents of the final decision.
Disciplinary Measures
Probation. The Principal may place a student on disciplinary probation. The parent or guardian
will be notified of the student’s probationary status and the conditions attached to it. If the
student fails to meet the conditions of the probation during the specified time, the student will be
required to withdraw from school.
Suspension. Suspension (out of school) is a grave penalty imposed for serious offenses.
Suspension revokes the rights and privileges normally extended to Juan Diego Academy students
for the duration of the suspension. Suspended students are responsible for all class work and
assignments missed during the time of suspension. Students may not participate in or attend any
school athletic or social event that occurs on the day(s) he/she is suspended. Students suspended
for a second time during the same school year may be asked to withdraw. All suspensions are
treated as unexcused absences (see unexcused absence policy on pg. 26).
Home Study. For any reason deemed necessary by the Principal, such as the arrest of a student,
the Principal reserves the right to place the student on home study until the matter is resolved to
the satisfaction of the school. Students placed on home study for disciplinary reasons may not
participate in any school activities that occur during this period. Students placed on home study
are responsible for all class work and assignments missed during the time of home study.
Voluntary Withdrawal from School. The parents of a student in a serious disciplinary situation
may consider voluntary withdrawal from school. Voluntary withdrawal does not, in any way,
secure a student’s ability to regain admission at Juan Diego Academy. In especially grievous
cases involving violations of the law, where students are withdrawn voluntarily, it is unlikely that
re-admission will be offered in the future.
Dismissal. Dismissal may result from grievous cases of misconduct including, but not limited
to, the following:
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Abusive language, obscenity, violence, threats of violence or disrespectful behavior
towards a member of the faculty, a fellow student, or a guest of the school
Acts of theft or vandalism against the school, school property, or the personal property of
a teacher or student, including cheating.
Excessive absence from school, whether or not it detracts from the student’s academic
performance
Repeated truancy
The possession, use and/or distribution of alcohol, marijuana, other controlled substances,
or drug paraphernalia on school grounds or at (or before) school sponsored events
(including those that take place off campus)
Violation of the Standards of Academic Integrity published in this handbook
A second suspension in one year, whether or not the student has been placed on
disciplinary probation
The possession or use of firearms or any other lethal instrument on school grounds or at
school-sponsored events (including those that take place off campus)
Conduct inside or outside of school that is detrimental to the reputation of the school or
demeaning to the individual
Words or actions of a seriously unethical nature

Under certain circumstances, an alternative disciplinary measure (Christian Ministry project, InSchool Suspension) may be administered.

Dress Code and Grooming Regulations
Juan Diego Academy maintains a code of dress and grooming consistent with its character as a
private, Catholic, college-preparatory school. This code contributes to a seriousness of purpose,
a constructive learning atmosphere, and the development of sound personal habits and a positive
self-image.
Parents are expected to support this policy by ensuring that their children wear only the approved
school uniform provided by Ibiley School Uniforms, ____________.
Students’ failure to comply with dress and grooming regulations may result in disciplinary
action. Repeated failure to comply with regulations may result in disciplinary action and/or being
sent home. Students are expected to be in proper uniform when they arrive on campus.
Boys
Choice of uniform pants in khaki or navy blue with black or brown belt.
Choice of Oxford shirt (long or short sleeves) in white or blue, or white, green, or black school
polo
All boys should have at least one shirt and pant of each color/style as a specific color/style
combination will be required on special occasions.
Shirts must be tucked into trousers.
T-shirts worn under uniform shirts must be WHITE.
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Hair is to be neat and well groomed, with no Mohawks or spikes. Hair should not touch the
collar or hang over the eyes and should be groomed around the ears. Sideburns must not extend
in length farther than mid-ear.
Pony tails are not allowed.
Solid color ankle or standard crew socks in white, black, navy blue, or gray must be worn. Socks
must be visible above the top of the shoe and cover the entire ankle bone. Socks that are not
visible will be treated as if the student were not wearing socks.
Face is to be cleanly shaved of hair. No beards or mustaches are allowed.
Earrings and other visible piercings are not allowed.
Girls
Choice of uniform skirts in navy or gray; uniform slacks in navy blue or khaki.
Skirt length must be at the knee (skirt must touch the floor when the student is kneeling)
Choice of Oxford blouse (long or short sleeves) in white or blue; fitted “overblouse” (short or ¾
sleeves) in white or blue, or white school polo
All girls should have at least one blouse and skirt of each color/style as a specific color/style
combination will be required on special occasions.
Solid color ankle, standard crew, or knee-high socks in white, black, navy blue, or gray must be
worn. Socks must be visible above the top of the shoe and cover the entire ankle bone. Socks
that are not visible will be treated as if the student were not wearing socks.
Oxford blouses must be tucked in.
Appropriate makeup is permitted.
Hair-styles are to be neat and well-groomed. Hair must be pulled back away from the eyes.
Multiple ear piercings are permitted, but are not to exceed two earrings on the lobe of each ear.
T-shirts worn under uniform blouses must be WHITE.
Colored undergarments must not be visible through the uniform blouse.
Boots of any type are not permitted to be worn.
Solid color tights in white, black, navy blue, or gray may be worn during cold weather.
Boys and Girls
All buttons on shirts and blouses must be buttoned except the top (collar) button.
All pants with belt loops require a black or brown belt.
All shoes must be a solid color—black, brown, grey, or white. Athletic shoes may be worn,
including Converse All Stars (one-color—laces must be the same color as the shoe), and Adidas
Stan Smith shoes.
Only the approved Ibiley School Uniforms, or the school-approved Award Jacket may be worn
over the school uniform shirt/blouse. In extremely cold weather, an overcoat or other winter
jacket may be worn outdoors, but must be removed when entering the classroom, cafeteria,
chapel, or gym. Students will be notified of these special days.
Hooded sweatshirts/other hooded apparel are prohibited unless they are JDA issued hoodies.
Sweaters and jackets may not be worn around the waist.
Long sleeve undershirts may not be worn under short sleeve uniform shirts.
Hairstyles must be neat, well-groomed, and appropriate. In case of doubt, the Principal will
decide whether a particular style or hair color may be worn.
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Not allowed:










Visible body piercing or tattoos
Clothing that is torn or tattered
Caps or hats of any kind
Flannel shirts
Studded belts, wrist bands, and other non-uniform accessories
Sandals or rubber flip-flops
Slogans or writing on T-shirts worn under shirts or blouses
Backless shoes, backless tennis shoes, or clogs
Any apparel, fashion accessory, jewelry, haircut, or hair-style deemed inappropriate by the
administration

Spirit Days
Students are allowed to wear blue jeans and any approved shirt bearing the school’s
name/mascot/logo on Spirit Days. Some Spirit Days require a small contribution (money or
donation) in exchange for the Spirit Day privilege. On such days, students must purchase and
display the official “sticker” or hand stamp (or other token) in order to wear Spirit Day apparel.
Spirit Day stickers must be worn prominently on the chest portion of the blouse or shirt.
Any student who does not display a Spirit Day sticker and who is not dressed according to
normal dress code is considered in violation of the dress code.
Students who choose not to participate are to be dressed according to normal dress code.
While other regulations may apply on specific dress-down days, students must dress in good
taste at all times. Acceptability of dress on dress down days will be determined by the
administration.
The following are always prohibited:
 Sandals, flip flops, boots, capri pants, shorts, sweat pants, wind pants, pajama pants, yoga
pants, leggings, sleeveless shirts, halter tops, crop tops.
 Clothing that is tattered, ripped, torn, or with holes.
 Clothing that exposes the midriff or lower back to any degree at any time, including with
arms raised.
 Clothing displaying slogans or graphics that are offensive, violent, vulgar, obscene, or
inappropriately suggestive.
 Clothing displaying promotions for drugs, tobacco or alcoholic beverage products.
Students not dressed according to the guidelines for dress down day will be required to change into
appropriate clothing.

Dress Code Violation
Students found to be in violation of dress code are subject to the same disciplinary consequences as
outlined for tardiness (pg. 26).
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General Regulations
Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco
In order to maintain a safe, healthy, drug-free environment at Juan Diego Academy, the following
policies have been established for all members of the Juan Diego Academy community.
Definition of “Drugs”. The term “drugs” as used in these policies includes but is not limited to
controlled substances and controlled substance analogues (as defined by Section 481 et.seq., of
the Texas Health and Safety Code) and any abusable glue or aerosol paint (as defined by Section
485.001, et.seq., of the Texas Health and Safety Code).
Use, Possession, and Distribution of Alcohol and Drugs. The use, possession and/or
distribution of alcohol, marijuana or other drugs or drug paraphernalia on school grounds,
vehicles, or at school sponsored activities (including school sponsored events which take place
off-campus) is forbidden. Infractions against this regulation are considered grievous in
themselves and a danger to other students.
Use of Alcohol and Drugs Prior to Attending School and School Events. The use of alcohol,
marijuana or other drugs prior to attending school or any other school-sponsored event
(including school-sponsored events that take place off-campus) is also forbidden.
Use, Possession and Distribution of Tobacco. Smoking and the use, possession or distribution
of tobacco products are prohibited in all areas of the school building, on the school grounds,
buses, or at school sponsored activities (including school-sponsored events which take place offcampus).
Students violating any of the above regulations are subject to immediate suspension or
dismissal. In compliance with Texas State Law, all students found to be in possession of
drugs or alcohol will be remanded to the custody of the local police department.
Suspension for Substance-Related Incidents. The American Psychiatric Association specifies
that when the use of alcohol or other substances interferes with a student’s fulfillment of school
obligations, a Substance Abuse Disorder may be indicated. Substance related suspensions in
particular are cited as an example. For this reason, when a student is suspended from school as a
result of an incident involving the use of alcohol and/or other substances, Juan Diego Academy
requires that:




The student must undergo, at his/her own expense, a complete substance abuse
assessment performed by a properly credentialed substance abuse counselor
approved by the Principal.
The student and his/her parents must sign an authorization allowing the service
provider to release to the Principal and/or the Principal’s designee the results of
the substance abuse assessment.
The student must show evidence of compliance with these requirements (e.g.
show that an appointment has been made) within one week of the suspension.
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Compliance with these requirements is a condition of reinstatement to Juan Diego Academy
following the suspension. Failure to comply may lead to dismissal.
After reviewing the results of the substance abuse assessment, the Principal may require the
student to undertake further professional treatment, at his/her own expense, as a condition of
continued enrollment at Juan Diego Academy. As a part of this stipulation, the student may be
required to undergo periodic urine surveillance. Only the Principal, in consultation with the
approved treatment provider, may determine when treatment may be discontinued.
Deterrence. As a deterrent to the sale, distribution, possession, and use of alcohol, drugs, drug
paraphernalia, and tobacco by Juan Diego Academy students, the following measures can and
will be employed by the school:
Unannounced inspections of students, lockers, automobiles, schoolbags and school facilities with
and without the use of trained drug-detection dogs.
Drug testing of any student selected by the Principal (with or without probable cause) at the
student’s expense, including on-site testing.
Gallon or liter bottles of water or soft drinks are not permitted. Bottles of 20 oz. or smaller will
be permitted if purchased on campus.
By enrolling at Juan Diego Academy, parents and students agree to submit to these deterrence
measures.
Positive drug test results will be reported to parents and will not, in and of themselves, result in
disciplinary measures.
Outcry. Any student who voluntarily seeks the assistance of any school official with regard to a
substance abuse problem will be referred for professional assistance and will not be subject to
disciplinary measures, provided that no violation of school policies has occurred or
subsequently occurs. Students will be placed in a drug counseling program to include
urine surveillance until discharged by the program director and by agreement with school
administration.
Role of Parents. The appropriate role of parents is to require their children to both comply with
school policies and cooperate fully with deterrence measures. Parents also bear responsibility
for ensuring that their children are protected from un-chaperoned parties or any social setting
where drug, alcohol and tobacco use is likely. It is unrealistic to expect that Juan Diego
Academy can regulate the behavior of students at parties and other gatherings that are held offcampus and that are not sponsored or supervised by the school.
Notice. Upon admission to Juan Diego Academy and as a condition of matriculation, students
and parents will give written consent and approval to the school’s policies regarding drugs,
alcohol and tobacco.
Arrival and Pickup of Students at School
Students should not arrive on campus before 7:45 AM. Once students arrive on campus they are
not permitted to leave campus until dismissal. At dismissal, students must be picked up by 4:15
PM unless involved in an after-school activity. Students in an after-school activity should be
picked up within thirty minutes of the activity’s conclusion.
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For the safety of students, if parents find themselves consistently unable to pick up their child
within thirty minutes after evening events, it may be necessary to discontinue participation in
these activities.
Automobiles and Driving on Campus
A Privilege. The right to drive on to school property and utilize school parking is a privilege
extended to students by the school.
Permits. Any student wishing to drive to school must have a parking permit. To obtain a
permit, a student must have a valid driver’s license and proof of insurance and must register
his/her vehicle(s) at the office. The permit placard is to be displayed hanging from the rear view
mirror. The fee for a parking permit is $25.00 for the first and $15.00 for each additional permit.
Replacement of a lost parking permit is $10.00. Students who do not purchase parking permits
may not park at school. Violators will be ticketed and cars will be subject to towing at owner’s
expense.
Rules for Student Driving and Parking on Campus.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The safety of all students, faculty and staff is of primary importance.
All traffic control signs on campus must be observed.
The school is not responsible for damage to vehicles while on the campus.
Students must obey instructions given in the form of verbal commands or hand signals by
faculty or security personnel.
5. The maximum speed limit on campus is 10 mph.
6. Students may not loiter in the parking lot before or after school.
7. Students are not permitted to return to their cars/parking lots during the school day for
any reason without the permission of school staff and knowledge of the security
personnel.
8. Loud car stereos are not permitted.
9. Cars illegally parked are subject to a $25.00 fine and may be towed at the owner’s
expense.
10. Cars with bumper stickers or paint designs displaying inappropriate language or gestures
will not be permitted on campus. These vehicles must be removed immediately.
11. Cars may not be left on campus over night without the permission of school security or
the Principal.
12. The school reserves the right to search any vehicle if reasonable cause exists to do so.
Students have full responsibility for the security of their vehicles. Students will be held
responsible for any prohibited objects or substances, such as alcohol, drugs, drug
paraphernalia, and weapons that are found in their vehicles and will be subject to serious
disciplinary consequences. Searches may be conducted any time there is reason to do so,
with or without the student present.
Students are strongly advised to keep valuables which are left in their car locked and out of sight.
Students found to be in violation of these regulations, particularly operating an automobile on
campus in a manner dangerous to self or others are subject to revocation of school driving
privileges and other disciplinary action.
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Asbestos Management Plan
In compliance with the EPA Asbestos Emergency Response Act (AHERA), passed in the Fall of
1988, all schools, private and public, were required to have an inspection of buildings for
asbestos containing materials (ACBM). Based on a report prepared in October, 2015 by a
licensed asbestos contractor from CHEMICAL RESPONSE AND REMEDIATION CONTROL,
there is no asbestos containing material in the buildings on the Juan Diego Academy campus. In
compliance with Federal Law, a school management plan containing this survey is available in
the administrative office. These are available for review upon request at any time during normal
school hours.
Birthdays
On the morning of a student’s birthday, the entire school community prays for the intentions of
that student. Please do not bring gifts or cakes to the student at school. Please have such items
sent to the student’s home.
Cafeteria and Lunch Procedures
Throughout the entire lunch period students must remain in one of the following areas:
the cafeteria building, the plaza, the administration building (for using restrooms and conducting
office business only).
Students are expected to keep the cafeteria and school grounds clean and are responsible for
cleaning up after themselves; they are not to leave garbage or debris behind them. Failure to do
so may result in disciplinary action and/or being asked to clean up the grounds. If lunchtime
trash is left in the plaza, students may be required to eat in the cafeteria.
Garbage is to be disposed of in the receptacles provided.
Plastic containers should be deposited in the specially designated recycling barrels.
Students may either bring their lunch to school or purchase meals in advance through the
school’s vendor. Students are not permitted to have food delivered to them during the school
day by anyone; nor are students allowed to leave school to have lunch with parents or any other
persons.
Cell Phones, MP3s and Other Electronic Devices
The use of cell phones, MP3s, and other electronic devices is not conducive to a serious learning
environment, and their use is not permitted on the school campus during regular school hours.
Such items will be confiscated per school procedure. The use of any camera, including cellular
camera phones, to take unauthorized pictures is likewise prohibited. Exceptions to the policy
regarding the use of electronic devices will only be made in the case of class projects requiring
the use of such a device that have received prior administrative approval. Students are strongly
encouraged to leave expensive personal items at home. It should be understood that the school
is not responsible for lost, stolen, or damaged personal electronic items.
Cell phones must be turned off and stored throughout school hours. Parents should not call
or text students during school hours, nor should a student have to call or text his/her parents.
Students who use a cell phone during school hours without prior approval (or are found to be in
possession of a cell phone through taking it out of its stored location) will face the following
disciplinary consequences in the course of the school year:
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1st offense:

Phone will be confiscated by teacher/administrator and turned over to the
office. Student will be fined $10. Phone returned to student upon
payment of fine.
nd
2 offense: Phone will be confiscated and turned in to office. Student will be fined $25.
Parent/Guardian must come in person to pay fine and pick up phone.
rd
3 offense : Student will be fined $50. Phone will be confiscated for the remainder of the
school year.
These consequences will also apply to the inappropriate use of student
computers/iPads/Tablets.

Contacting Faculty
By Telephone. During school hours, telephone calls will typically be answered by office
personnel who will route your call to the faculty member to whom you wish to speak.
By E-Mail. The use of e-mail for contacting school personnel is strongly encouraged. A
directory of staff e-mails is located on the school’s web site. Individual faculty e-mail addresses
are also included on the course syllabus for every subject taught at Juan Diego Academy.
Parents and students should not attempt to telephone or text message faculty members at their
homes or on their cell phones unless invited to do so.
Cutting a Class
Any student who is found to be absent from class without the permission of the class period teacher
or other designated member of the staff or administration may be considered to have cut a class.
Likewise, a student who cannot verify his or her presence in class during a given period (by
providing a note or pass to the Office) may be considered to have cut a class.
Detention
Teachers and administrators may assign detention to a student for tardiness (after the first tardy
per quarter), dress code violation (after the first violation per quarter), for minor classroom
misconduct, or for failure to fulfill academic obligations. The student must report to the teacher
or staff member and location designated by the Principal. Detention consists of a thirty minute
session after school. Students assigned to school detention who fail to attend will be assigned
double the hours missed in addition to the original penalty; to be served beginning on the next
scheduled school detention. A second consecutive failure to attend school detention will result
in further disciplinary action. Parents should not disrupt detention to look for their children. A
list of those serving detention is sent to the Office by the detention supervisor. Dismissal from
detention is only granted by the Principal.

Disrespect
Disrespectful behavior towards a member of the faculty or staff, another student, or a guest of the
school is destructive of the Christian community of love and acceptance Juan Diego Academy
strives to build. Disrespect includes, but is not limited to, the use of abusive or vulgar language,
comments, or action of an inappropriate nature.
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Emergency Drills
During an emergency announcement, students are to follow teacher directions. Teachers will
activate the immediate response emergency plan. Students are to remain silent until directions
are given by their teacher, the administration, or the police.
Fire drills are conducted with and without prior notice. Upon notification of a Code Red, all
work immediately stops. The last person to leave the room closes the door and turns off the
lights. Students are to move quickly and silently. Running is forbidden. Absolute silence is to
be maintained throughout the fire drill. Violation of these fire drill procedures can constitute a
serious hazard to the safety of others.
Emergency School Closings
In the event of an emergency or weather-related school closing, information will be released via
the school’s website, by text message, twitter®, facebook®,and on one or more of the following
news services: Channel 4, Channel 5, K-Tex 100.3, or KVLY 107.9.
Field Trips
Students who are invited to participate in school-sponsored field trips will be given a Parent
Permission Form. No student will be allowed to participate on a trip unless the form has been
properly signed by the parent or guardian and returned to the designated school official by the
agreed-upon due date. Permissions by telephone or other verbal permissions cannot be accepted.
Emailed permission forms are acceptable. Field trips are a privilege offered to qualified students
in good standing.
Fighting and Physical Assaults
As Christians, we are committed to resolving conflicts without resorting to physical or emotional
violence. Fighting undermines the Christian community of love and acceptance Juan Diego
Academy strives to build and presents a hazard to the safety and well-being of others. Students
involved in fighting are subject to suspension and/or more serious action. Students found to have
physically assaulted a member of the faculty or staff, or to have threatened such persons with
physical assault, will be subject to immediate dismissal, and the incident may be reported to the
local police department.
Hall Passes
While classes are in session, all students leaving the classroom will be required to sign out from
their teacher. Only one student is permitted to leave the classroom at a time (except in event of
illness, when the student will be escorted to the office
Harassment
Juan Diego Academy is committed to maintaining a learning atmosphere that is free from
violence, personal abuse or any form of harassment and/or intimidation—where students and
faculty can work and study together comfortably. Juan Diego Academy forbids any form of
harassment, violence, bullying, or intimidation occurring in school, outside school, or at schoolsponsored events. Such conduct is immoral and illegal and will not be tolerated. It is forbidden
to harass a student or employee through conduct or communication described in this policy.
Harassment consists of unwelcome conduct, whether expressed verbally, physically, visually,
and/or electronically, that is based on a person’s gender, race, ancestry, national origin, age,
physical disability, mental condition, marital status, veteran status, or citizenship status.
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Harassment can originate from a person of either sex against a person of the same or opposite
sex, and from students or employees. Threats of violence and other abusive expressions, physical
harassment, corporal punishment, use of inappropriate sexual words, actions or innuendos,
and/or comments directed at a person’s gender are all inappropriate. Juan Diego Academy will
not tolerate harassing conduct that affects tangible job benefits, that interferes unreasonably with
an individual’s work performance, or that creates an intimidating, offensive, or hostile
environment. Violations of this policy will be treated as a serious disciplinary matter.
Sexual harassment deserves special attention and is prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972. Unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, sexually motivated physical conduct, or other verbal or physical
conduct or communication of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when any of these
conditions exist:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of
an individual’s employment or education,
Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis of
employment decisions or awarding of a grade,
Any conduct of a sexual nature is committed between an employee and a student,
Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with the individual’s
work or educational performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work
environment.

Some examples of such behavior include (but are not limited to):
Written contact – Sexually suggestive or obscene letters, notes, invitations, drawings, computer
messages, text messages.
Verbal contact – Sexually suggestive or obscene comments, threats, jokes (including jokes about
racial and gender specific traits), foul or obscene language or gestures, any sexual propositions,
sexual innuendo, comments about another’s body, or sexual characteristics which may be
construed as embarrassing to another.
Physical contact – Any intentional patting, squeezing, touching, pinching, brushing up against
another’s body, assault, blocking movement, or coercing sexual intercourse.
Visual contact – Suggestive looks, staring at another’s body, gesturing, displaying sexually
explicit or suggestive or obscene objects, pictures, magazines, printed or visual material.
Sexual blackmail – Sexual behavior to control another person’s actions.
Juan Diego Academy will swiftly investigate all complaints—including formal or informal,
verbal or written—of sexual harassment and will discipline any student or employee who is
found guilty of sexual harassment. To the fullest extent practicable, complaints, investigations
and terms of their resolution will be kept confidential unless evidence indicates that a criminal
investigation is warranted. In this case, information will be forwarded to the proper authorities.
Any person who reports in good faith any behavior that he/she perceives as sexual harassment
will be protected from retaliation of any type.
Reporting procedures – Any person, who believes that he/she has been the victim of sexual
harassment or sexual violence by a member of the Juan Diego Academy community, or any
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person with knowledge or belief of such conduct, should report alleged acts, either orally or in
writing immediately to the Principal.
If the Principal is the individual who is believed to be harassing the employee/student, the
employee/student should notify a member of the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees will
appoint an individual to conduct an investigation.
The school shall promptly convene a review panel of administrators and professional consultants
to conduct an investigation to be completed as soon as practical. During this process,
investigators will gather and document all relevant specific information, such as dates, times,
places, witnesses (if any), and nature of misconduct, by:
o
o
o
o
o

Interviewing the student(s) involved;
Interviewing the suspected employee (if applicable);
Interviewing any witness(es);
Preparing or obtaining signed statements from the parties involved;
Collecting and maintaining any relevant physical evidence, such as photographs,
letters, e-mail correspondence, diary or journal entries, or presents;
o Referring the victimized student(s) for medical treatment or counseling when
necessary; and
o Coordinating investigation with law enforcement officials when necessary.
During the investigation, the investigators will make every attempt to keep the names of the
parties involved and the nature of the investigation confidential.
The investigators shall draft a report describing the steps of the investigation and summarizing
the information gathered. This report shall be filed with the Principal within fifteen (15) days of
the investigation’s completion. The results of the investigation of each report filed under this
policy will be reported to the student(s) involved and/or parents, and the school employee in
question, if applicable, by the Principal.
If, after the investigation is complete, the Principal (with the assistance of the school’s
designated legal counsel and advice) determines that the suspected sexual misconduct constitutes
child abuse, he/she shall report that conduct to the appropriate law enforcement officials, as
required by state law. If the Principal has already notified the appropriate officials about child
abuse, he/she shall report any additional information the investigation uncovers.
Juan Diego Academy considers acts of sexual harassment to be contrary to the Church’s teaching
on the dignity of the human person. Consequently, the school will investigate all complaints
promptly and aggressively. Where acts of sexual harassment are found, appropriate disciplinary
action will be taken which may include warnings, parent conferences, suspension, or dismissal.
False charges – Each person has the right to his/her good reputation. Anyone who purposefully
does anything to damage the good reputation of another has committed a serious moral wrong.
False and malicious complaints of sexual harassment (as opposed to complaints which, even if
erroneous, are made in good faith,) will result in appropriate discipline, up to and including
dismissal.
Hazing
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Hazing and other acts of initiation of students during athletic or extra-curricular events are not
condoned by the school, and are strictly forbidden. Before school activities and events, students
will be advised of the school’s policies in an attempt to ensure the safety of all participants as
well as maintain the personal dignity of each student and the reputation of the school.
I.D. Cards
An I.D. card is the student’s official identification for school and school-related activities and
should be carried by him/her at all times. Failure to produce an I.D. card on request of a faculty
or staff member will result in disciplinary action. The fee to replace a lost I.D. card is $10.00.
Injuries
All injuries sustained on campus at any time, or at school sponsored events off-campus, should
be reported immediately to the office/to the President & Principal. Injuries attended to by the
staff of the school are reported to the office by the use of the Incident Report. An ambulance
will be called for if deemed necessary by the President & Principal, Coach, or other school
personnel.
Insubordination
Juan Diego Academy strives to establish an atmosphere of mutual respect among students and
faculty. Students who fail to comply with the legitimate directions of faculty or who treat faculty
in a disrespectful manner are subject to serious disciplinary consequences. Repeated disregard
for policies may result in withdrawal from the Academy.
The school will not accept responsibility for personal items, books, etc. that are lost, stolen, or
vandalized in a backpack. Students should take care to secure all valuables.
Lost and Found
Students who find lost items must immediately turn them in to the office. Because lost articles are
the property of someone, finding and keeping a lost article constitutes a form of theft and will be
dealt with accordingly.
Medications at School
It is the policy of the school that no drugs or medication, with the exception of prescription and nonprescription inhalers, Epipens, and Insulin syringes be carried by students. All medications are to be
administered by office personnel only. If it is necessary for a student to take medication during
school hours, it must be in the original container and must be accompanied by a school medical
form completed by the parent/guardian specifying the time for the medication to be given.
Medications not accompanied by the proper medical form completed and signed by the
parent/guardian will not be administered.

Non-Custodial Parents
In the absence of a court order to the contrary, Juan Diego Academy, in compliance with the
provisions of the Buckley Amendment, will provide non-custodial parents with an unofficial
copy of the child’s report card and other school mailings upon request. To insure the safety of all
students, individuals may be asked to show a form of ID and custodial parent notification before
being allowed to interact with any student on campus. It is highly recommended that any pre43
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arranged meetings between students and non-custodial parents be arranged apart from the school
campus. It is the responsibility of the custodial parent to inform the school as to any legal
arrangements concerning the custody or visitation of enrolled students.

Non-Discrimination Policy
Juan Diego Academy admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin to all the
rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students of
the school. It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national or ethnic origin in the
administration of its participatory policies, admissions policies, and other school-administered
programs.
Obscenity
Obscenity is defined as any materials or actions that depict or describe sexual conduct or nudity
in a manner that a reasonable person would find offensive. Such materials and behavior run
contrary to the Catholic Church’s understanding of the dignity of the human person. As such,
they are prohibited.
Parental Concern/Complaint Procedure and Administrative Chain of Command
Juan Diego Academy is committed to fostering an environment that promotes a positive
relationship between parent, student, teachers and the Administration. It strives to have a mutual
understanding of the mission, goals and values of the school as a center of Catholic Christian
education and formation. The relationship of parent, student, teachers and the Administration is
contractual in nature; therefore, binding to all parties.
As in all human relationships, misunderstandings, conflicts, and concerns regarding the quality
of life at Juan Diego Academy may occur. It is for this purpose that a Parental Concern
Procedure has been developed, allowing for a systematic process for handling complaints. The
primary purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level,
equitable solutions to problems that may arise from time to time.
A concern is a perceived issue based on any alleged violation or inequitable application of
policy. Before allowing concerns to become formalized into complaints, every effort should be
made to resolve disputes by way of a free and open discussion between the parties. Without
exception, an informal settlement between the parties shall be attempted prior to formal
complaint proceedings. If the concern cannot be settled satisfactorily, the parties shall present
the complaint in accordance with the procedures outlined herein.
Informal Action: Resolution/Conciliation Level
Level One – Presentation by Parent/Student to staff member involved (i.e. teacher, counselor,
coach, moderator, staff member, custodian, etc.)
Level Two – Presentation to the Dean of Instruction
Formal Action: Reporting of Complaint (in writing to the Principal)
Level Three – Presentation to the Principal
For the protection of both parties, if a satisfactory resolution is not reached at the
resolution/conciliation level, the complainant shall state his or her complaint in writing. This
documentation should be submitted to the Principal within five (5) working days following the
meeting with the Dean of Instruction.
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The Principal should then schedule a conference at a mutually agreed upon time with the parties
involved. This meeting should be scheduled not more than two weeks after the written
complaint is presented. The Principal serves as the final authority regarding all concerns.
The Principal will be informed of all complaints through the Dean of Instruction.
Parent/Guardian Harassment
Under normal circumstances, a student will not be deprived of a Juan Diego Academy education
as a result of attitudes or behaviors of the student’s parents, guardians, or relatives.
Nevertheless, a situation could arise where the uncooperative, defiant, or disruptive parent,
guardian, or relative could so hinder the educational environment of the school that it could
jeopardize a student’s continued education here. Such situations include, but are not limited to a
statement, series of statements, action or actions by a parent, guardian, or relative that insults,
threatens, or abuses any teacher, staff member, coach, or other staff member of the school. This
includes the posting of comments to online blogs such as, but not limited to Facebook®.
Pregnancy
Juan Diego Academy upholds and promotes the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church on all
matters including those addressing issues of human life and human sexuality. Premarital sex is
considered neither moral nor acceptable. The value of human life, however, is paramount.
Should a student of Juan Diego Academy become pregnant, the school will take care to do
nothing that even subtly encourages her to seek an abortion. The school will endeavor to bring
the couple involved together with their parents, a counselor, Administration, and other pastoral
and professional figures in pursuit of a workable solution that will enable the students to
continue their studies at Juan Diego Academy. In every case, professional counseling of both the
boy and girl is strongly recommended as they face critical life decisions. The girl may remain in
school until she is advised by her physician (or it is decided by the Administration) that it is no
longer advisable to do so.
Public Displays of Affection
Hand-holding, kissing, clinging, and other displays of romantic affection are not appropriate to
the academic setting. Repeated reminders in this regard will result in a parent conference and
possible disciplinary action.
School Property
Students are expected to exercise good stewardship for the care of the school campus, buildings,
and property. They exercise this responsibility primarily by keeping the buildings and grounds
free from litter and by refraining from writing on desks, walls, etc. Any accidental damage to
school property resulting from student actions must be repaired at the expense of the student.
Textbook issued to students must be kept covered (textbooks). School-owned property damaged
or lost while in the possession of a student will be replaced at the expense of the student.
Student Visitors
The administration is open to accepting student visitors who are interested in the possibility of
studying at Juan Diego Academy. Students who request permission to bring a visitor must obtain
it from the Administration at least one day in advance. Student visitors are to check in at the
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Office no later than 8:15 AM. Visitors are expected to obey the policies of the school and are the
responsibility of the petitioning student. It is the responsibility of the host student to ensure that
the visitor is properly dressed and behaves appropriately.
Theft
Stealing undermines the trust and respect on which Juan Diego Academy strives to build
Christian community. Any student who is found to have committed or aided in the theft of
school property or the property of an individual is subject to disciplinary action and/or
prosecution.
Travel – Interscholastic and Co-curricular Events
All students involved in co-curricular activities or interscholastic sports are expected to travel by
means of Juan Diego Academy transportation. If transportation is not provided by the school for a
particular event, students may be allowed to travel on their own with written permission from their
parent. This permission must be approved by the school.
Trespassing and Vandalism
A person trespassing is defined as entering into, remaining on property, or entering any campus
building or facility without effective consent of permission and that person had notice, either posted,
verbal, or written, to depart and failed to do so. Students found trespassing are subject to
disciplinary actions and/or prosecution.
Vandalism
Destroying, damaging or defacing school grounds or property is a criminal act and results in
unnecessary financial costs passed on to the Juan Diego Academy community. Vandalism
against the property of any faculty or staff member is may also constitute a criminal offense.
Students found to have committed vandalism will be subject to severe disciplinary action and
possible criminal prosecution. Vandalized property will be replaced at the expense of the student.
Visiting Campus during School Hours
Parents or guardians who need to visit campus during school hours are asked to follow these
guidelines:
Make an Appointment. If you are coming to see the Principal or a Staff Member, please call to
make an appointment in advance. If you wish to make an appointment to see a teacher, please email the teacher directly or leave a message with the receptionist, and the teacher will return your
call, usually within one 24-hour work day.
Check-in at the Office. When you arrive on campus, please report directly to the Office for a
visitor badge.
I.D. Check. If you are asking to see your son or daughter, you may be required to show
identification. This is a safety measure intended to protect our students.
For the safety and security of our students, anyone seen on campus without a visitor badge will
be reminded to obtain one or asked to leave campus.
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Weapons and Dangerous Materials
Fire arms, air guns, paintball guns, other lethal instruments, or other objects or materials deemed
by the administration to be dangerous or hazardous are banned on school grounds, buses, or at
school sponsored activities, including school sponsored events which take place off-campus.
Pursuant to Section 30.06, Penal Code of the State of Texas (trespass by license holder with a
concealed handgun), a person licensed under Subchapter H, Chapter 411, Government Code
(handgun licensing law), may not enter the Juan Diego Academy campus with a concealed
handgun.

Standardized Testing/Student Services
Grade 9
Freshmen take the Iowa Assessments, the PSAT (Pre-SAT), as well as sign up for a College
Board account to take an interest inventory and begin matching career interests to potential
colleges and universities. By assessing an array of academic competencies, these tests provide
each student and his/her parents with an objective, nationally normed measure of scholastic
progress. Additionally, it provides Juan Diego Academy with useful data for evaluating our
instructional program.
Grade 10
Sophomores also take the Iowa Assessments and PSAT (Pre-SAT). These tests provide scores
predictive of later performance on the ACT/SAT. For juniors, the PSAT also serves as the
qualifying test for the National Merit Scholarship Program and other scholarship programs
administered by the College Board.
Grade 11
Juniors will take the PSAT/NMSQT during the fall semester, and are advised to register and sit
for the spring administration of the SAT and ACT college entrance exams. Registration
information and other test information are provided by the school counselor It is the
responsibility of the student to register for the SAT/ACT tests, meet associated deadlines, pay the
test fees, and make arrangements with the testing agency for submission of the scores to the
colleges and universities of his/her choice. The school will offer one of the tests in the Spring on
campus and students must register in advance.
Texas Success Initiative (TSI): Students planning to attend a Texas public college or
university, including those who desire to participate in Dual Enrollment courses while attending
Juan Diego Academy, are required to register and sit for this test unless their SAT/ACT scores
exempt them from this requirement. Registration information is provided by the school
counselor.

Career Testing
In an effort to help students determine possible career goals and the corresponding college major
fields of study, the school will conduct a computer-based, career assessment at the discretion of
the counselor/administration. This assessment will take place during the freshman year.
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NCEA Assessment of Catechesis/Religious Education
Students in Grade 11 will participate in the National Catholic Education Association Assessment
of Catechesis/Religious Education test. This test is produced by the National Catholic
Educational Association (NCEA) and is used solely for research/diagnostic purposes.
Counseling/Chaplain Services
Juan Diego Academy has a counselor available to students, staff, and their families for personal,
educational, and spiritual counseling/support.
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Appendix One: Procedures for Dances
1. Students must arrive no later than one hour after the announced start of the dance.
Starting/Ending times may vary. This information will be made clear to students before
the date of the dance.
2. At reservation-only dances (e.g. Homecoming, Prom), students who arrive late will not
be allowed admission. Parents will be called and notified upon the student’s late arrival.
3. Each Juan Diego Academy student will be allowed one (1) guest from another school to
attend the dance. The guest must present a current school picture ID in order to be
admitted. The Juan Diego student is responsible for the dress and conduct of their guest
while at the dance.
4. Students who, on the day of a dance, are absent, half day absent or sent home early from
school, may not attend the dance. Exceptions may be made by the Principal under certain
circumstances (e.g. early dismissal for a doctor’s appointment.)
If a faculty chaperone encounters a student who was absent from school or was dismissed
early from school, the chaperone should dismiss the student from the dance, and inform
an administrator immediately. If the student is “stranded” without transportation, his/her
parent/guardian should be called.
5. All students attending the dance must sign in upon arrival.
6. Students may not be readmitted once they leave.
7. Students may not leave the designated area for the dance (e.g. the cafeteria) while in
attendance. Limited exceptions may be made only if the student is supervised by a
sponsor.
8. Possession of drugs/alcohol at a dance or use of drugs/alcohol prior to attending a dance
is a serious violation of school policy. Students who violate this policy can expect severe
disciplinary consequences.
9. Students are to dress appropriately for dances. Policies regarding inappropriate
dress/appearance are in effect at all school functions—whether on or off campus.
10. Prior to reservation-only dances, dance policies will be reviewed with both students and
parents. All students who plan to attend such dances must be present for a meeting
conducted by the sponsors and the Administration for the purpose of reviewing dance
policies. The sponsors will prepare a letter reviewing dance policies which will be signed
by the Principal and sent to the parents of these students.
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Appendix Two: Juan Diego Academy Standard Permission Form
Name of Event_______________________________________________________
I/We the parent(s)/guardian(s) of_________________________________________
request that Juan Diego Academy allow my son/daughter to participate in the (name of
event)________________________________________________________________________
from (day & time event begins)________________________________________________
to (day & time event ends)______________________________________________________.
I understand that he/she will be responsible (for his/her own transportation to and from this activity OR
be provided with transportation to and from this activity) and will be supervised by
(name of faculty chaperones)____________________________________________________,
faculty of Juan Diego Academy.
We hereby release and save harmless Juan Diego Academy and any and all of its employees from any and
all liability for any and all harm arising to my/our son/daughter as a result of this trip.
Student Signature____________________________________________ Date______________
Parent/Guardian Signature_____________________________________ Date ______________
Permissions via phone cannot be accepted—only this standard permission form may be used.
***This form must be returned by (day & time)_____________________________ in order to
participate in this event.***
Emergency Information
If an emergency arises, we can be reached at the following telephone number:
________________________________
For items A, B, and C please write “none” where applicable:
(A) Please be advised that my child must take the following prescription medications:
________________________________________________________________________
(B) In the event of an accident or medical emergency, please be aware that my child has the following
allergies to medicine:
______________________________________________________________________
(C) In the event of an accident or medical emergency, please be aware that my child has the following
special medical condition(s):
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Appendix Three: Organizations and Extra Curricular Activities
All organizations listed below are approved by the administration of Juan Diego Academy to
operate using the school’s name, use school facilities to conduct meetings, and hold fundraising
activities on behalf of the organization. All school organizations must have an adult
sponsor/liaison to the group who is a member of the school’s faculty/staff/Board of Trustees.
The organization has a written set of bylaws and, in some cases, membership requirements.
Requests to establish new organizations must be made in writing to the Principal, who has the
authority to establish, suspend, or abolish an organization in consultation with the Administrative
Team.

Parent Organizations
Juan Diego Academy has a Mother’s Club and a Father’s Club in order to provide opportunities
for parents to become more actively involved in the school’s vision and mission. Additionally,
committees/chairpersons are formed for the school’s major fundraising events (Gala, Spring
Festival).

Student Organizations
Participation in student activities is an integral part of school life. Students are encouraged to be
involved in ways that are consistent with their talents and interests. Enthusiasm generated in
student activities often overflows into academic diligence. Student activities and organizations
will be formed based on student interests. The following organizations currently serve the
students of Juan Diego Academy:
Book Club
Drama Club
Matachines Dancers
Robotics Club
Student Council

Class Officers
Liturgical Ensemble
National Honor Society
Spanish Club
Cozy Corner Club

Legos Club
Book Club
Spanish Honor Society

Each organization will maintain its own regulations governing membership.

Interscholastic Athletics
Juan Diego Academy abides by the rules and regulations of the Texas Association of Private and
Parochial Schools (TAPPS).
Interscholastic athletics are another opportunity to enhance a student’s complete educational
experience, further developing body, mind, character and a spirit of fair play and good
sportsmanship. Sports teams will be formed based on student interest and include options such
as volleyball, basketball, soccer, tennis, and track.
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FORM A: STUDENT—PARENT/GUARDIAN
HANDBOOK ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM (2022-2023)
We have received a copy of the 2022-2023 Juan Diego Academy Student/Parent Handbook
and agree to follow the school policies and procedures as stated.

_________________________________
Name of Family

_________________________________
Student Signature

_____________
Date

_________________________________
Student Signature

_____________
Date

_________________________________
Student Signature

_____________
Date

_________________________________
Student Signature

_____________
Date

_________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

_____________
Date

_________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

_____________
Date

We understand that we are responsible for acting in accordance with the policies and procedures
of Juan Diego Academy.
*Juan Diego Academy retains the right to modify, amend, or change the policies and procedures
in this handbook at any time. Students and Parents will be notified in writing (published in the
E-News) if changes are made.*
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FORM B: PHOTO-VIDEO RELEASE
Juan Diego Academy: 2022-23 School Year

To Whom It May Concern:
I hereby give permission for my son(s)/daughter(s)
____________________________________
Student’s Name

_________________
Grade

to be photographed or videotaped while at Juan Diego Academy. I realize that the photo may
be published in the newspaper, a magazine, the school’s web site and social media pages
(facebook®, instagram®, twitter®, you tube®) or other publication. The video may be used
for informational or educational purposes regarding the programs or curriculum at Juan
Diego Academy. Photos/Videos may not be used or distributed for personal use.
Signature of Parent/Guardian_______________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________
A form must be on file for each individual student
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FORM C: TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTABLE USE AGREEMENT (2022-2023)
Adapted from NCEA’s From the Chalkboard to the Chatroom.
As a computer user, I agree to follow the rules and code of ethics in all of my work with computers while
attending Juan Diego Academy:
1. I recognize that all computer users have the same right to use personal or school-owned equipment;
therefore, I will not use computer resources for non-academic purposes. I will not waste or take supplies
such as paper, printer cartridges, flash drives, etc. that are provided by the school. When I am using an
electronic device, I will keep my work area clean and free of food and liquids.
2. I recognize that software is protected by copyright laws; therefore, I will not make unauthorized copies
of software and I will not give, lend, or sell copies of software to others. I understand that I will not be
allowed to bring software applications, or games from home to be used on school equipment without
proof of licensure and prior approval of my teacher, or a member of the administrative team.
3. I recognize that the work of all users is valuable; therefore, I will protect the privacy of others by not
trying to learn their password; I will not copy, change, read, or use files from another user without prior
permission from that user; I will not attempt to gain unauthorized access to system programs for computer
equipment; I will not use computer systems to disturb or harass other computer users or use inappropriate
language in my communications.
4. I will honor my school’s procedures for the storage of information, including the use of google
classroom, Gradelink, and the school’s web site. I realize that after prior notice has been given to me,
files may be deleted from these systems to protect the integrity of the network and the individual or
because of space limitations.
5. Each student who receives Internet access will be instructed in the proper use of the network. The use
of the Internet must be in support of education and research consistent with the educational objectives of
the school. Students using network or computing resources must comply with the appropriate rules for
that network or resource.
6. As a user of a network, I will not use any of the Juan Diego Academy resources for a non-educational
purpose. In addition, I will not reveal my personal information, home address, or personal phone number
or those of students, teachers, or other staff members. Transmission of any material in violation of any
U.S. or state regulation is prohibited. This includes, but is not limited to: copyrighted material,
threatening or obscene material, or material protected by trade secret. The use of school computers and
networking resources for commercial activities is not permitted. Their use for product advertisement or
political lobbying is also prohibited.
7. Parents must realize that their students may encounter material on a network/over the Internet that they
do not consider appropriate (vulgar jokes, statements of belief that some might consider immoral, etc.)
The student is responsible for not pursuing material that could be considered offensive or immoral.
8. The use of the computer is a privilege, not a right, and inappropriate use will result in the cancellation
of these privileges. Vandalism or intentional modification of system settings will result in cancellation of
privileges and/or school disciplinary action. The school reserves the right to seek financial restitution for
any damage caused by a student or other user. The school will deem what is inappropriate use, and their
decision is final. The administration, faculty, and staff of Juan Diego Academy may deny, revoke, or
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suspend specific user privileges. Violations of the rules and code of ethics described above will result in
serious disciplinary consequences.

I have read and understand Juan Diego Academy’s Technology Acceptable Use Agreement. I
promise to meet the expectations of this agreement. I understand that failure to meet any of these
expectations may result in revocation of my permission to use the school’s computers, my
personal electronic device, the school’s Internet network, and/or other disciplinary action,
including legal action for criminal offenses.

_______________________________________
Student’s Printed Name

_______________________________________
Student’s Signature

_____________________
Date

Both my child and I have read Juan Diego Academy’s Technology Acceptable Use Agreement. I
am satisfied that my child understands the expectations that this agreement entails. I give my
child permission to use the school’s computers, his/her personal electronic device, and the
school’s Internet network in a manner consistent with this policy. I understand that failure to
meet any of these expectations may result in revocation of my child’s permission to use his/her
personal electronic device, the school’s computers, Internet domain, and/or other disciplinary
action.

_______________________________________
Parent/Guardian Name

_______________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature
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FORM D: RELEASE OF TRANSCRIPTS AND STUDENT RECORDS 2022-2023

The Parent/Guardian gives permission to Juan Diego Academy to release transcripts of the high
school record to officials of colleges, universities, organizations, or foundations for the purpose
of college enrollment, financial aid, or scholarships.

Name of Student(s):_____________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian:_______________________________________________
Date:_________________________________________________
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FORM E: LUNCH MONEY ACCOUNT AGREEMENT 2022-2023
(OPTIONAL)
I, _____________________________, am hereby agreeing to pay for lunches in the Juan Diego
Academy cafeteria for my son/daughter, ________________________. I understand that after
payment on my child’s lunch account, each time he/she makes a purchase at lunch it will be
deducted from the balance on this account.
I will instruct my son/daughter to be responsible with the money I deposit in this account.
If I pay directly from my checking account, there will be a $35.00 NSF fee for funds returned by
the bank for insufficient funds. At the discretion of the administration, it may be necessary to
require all future payments be made in the form of credit card, cash, money order, or cashier’s
check.
If my child withdraws from Juan Diego Academy with a balance in his/her lunch money account, a
refund will be issued within 10 days, upon my request of same.
If this account balance is depleted, your child will not be denied lunch for three days. However, if
this account is not brought current within three days, we reserve the right to deny lunches.
My signature below states that I understand the lunch money account capabilities and will take
responsibility for monitoring the balances and adding money as necessary. If this balance should fall
in arrears, I will pay for any credit balance, should this occur.
Name of Student(s):________________________________ Student ID#: __________
Signature of Parent/Guardian:_______________________________________________
Date:__________________________________
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